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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent years, the demand and growth for cashless digital payments have swept the 

developed economies. In between 2020 to 2025, mobile payments are expected to rise to 

over US$10 trillion by 2025. We believe this figure does not include the incalculable 

contribution that developing countries will add to the overall volume once adoption takes 

hold in some of the fastest developing regions, such as India and ASPAC, the Asia-Pacific 

countries. ASPAC plus India in population has a total of over 3 billion people – nearly half 

of the world population. 

Similarly, the crypto economy and crypto currencies are growing at a phenomenal rate. It 

is estimated that by 2020 the crypto economy will exceed US$ 5 -10 trillion in the next 5 

years, it could be equal to 10% of world GDP. (Yet again with the 'unknown' of how quickly 

and the volume to which the above-mentioned economies will contribute and add to the 

estimated figures.) 

2021 has arguably proven crypto currencies and block chain technology have passed their 

point of no return. They are here to stay, and their importance will only increase and while 

we see movement by various regulatory authorities to develop guidelines to protect 

consumers. The various bodies in crypto currencies and the community have shown signs 

of welcoming the guidance of regulations as crypto currency begins to be adopted by 

institutional players. This will only help to accelerate the acceptance of the platform and 

potential as tradable instruments by jurisdictions that are presently expressing negative 

sentiment or resistance. 

El Salvador has made history by passing rules incorporating Bitcoin into its mainstream 

banking system through a government vote. The motion was approved and signed by the 

president. The audacious move, which has been highly hailed throughout the crypto world, 

may now give other countries the courage to accept Bitcoin as legal money. 

 

It is QUINCOIN (QIN)’s intent that we are an essential part of this ecosystem by realizing 

its vision of revolutionizing on-demand home care services by melding crypto currency with 

everyday consumption, QUINCOIN will be giving its users greater reach with greater ease. 

QUINCOIN is the foundation on which the best crypto on-demand home care services will 

be built. The core element of the Quincare solution is the Quincoin token, which serves 

three key functions. First, the token serves as a login method, unlocking the door to the 

Quincoin platform. Second, it will be used as a means of payment for any home care 

demand services. Third, it covers freelancers’ transactional risks until the trade is complete, 

obviating intermediaries. These functions operate automatically, thanks to the smart 

contract terms embedded in the Quincoin protocol. 
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The leadership team at QUINCOIN (QIN) have been involved in the financial and 
Healthcare services sector and across the full spectrum of commercial industries in 
Southeast Asia, APAC, and India, while also having gained deep C-Level experience in 
Australia, the USA and Europe - all adding up to collectively over 100 years of international 
business experience. 

We have been keen observers of the crypto currency and block chain development 
environment over the last decade and are strong believers in the technology of digital 
deployment of decentralizing ledgers and other categories of important information – and 
the potential of peer-to-peer transactions and interactions where the secure transfer and 
storage of currency and information will lead to many new opportunities as entrepreneurs, 
innovators, regulatory authorities and business operators begin to create beneficial ways 
to deploy the technology. Also, as the applications, implementation and adoption learning 
curve all become less costly, quicker, and ever more practical with mobile, IoT and 5G, we 
believe being leaders to market with this technology can only benefit us not just from 
financial gains, but invaluable implementation and practical experience to leverage as we 
expand our products and services based on block chain technology and the crypto 
economy. 

We have reviewed the various sectors and applications for block chain technology and smart 
contracts and with the increasing number of different industries, products and services that 
have (and will be) utilizing the ICO/IDO/IEO platform for fundraising – resulting in an ever-
increasing variety of crypto currencies / tokens that represent value in those businesses / 
startups – interest from the investment community, both private and now more and more 
so institutional, will also obviously increase. 

We have concentrated on integrating QUINCOIN and Quincare's missions together to 
improve the way the on-demand home care business operates and improve its value. 
Quincoin’s aim to change the gig economy will begin with the home care services market. 
Quincoin’s vision is to be the leading solution that empowers consumers and service 
providers while also promoting the successful matching of transparency, efficiency, 
contract security, and high-quality standards. 
 

The mission encompasses: 

• Creation of a revolutionary job hiring ecosystem that enables users to better find 
and safely work with contractors (by using block chain technology). 

• Utilization of native tokens for the creation, buying and selling of gig economy 
services, products, and intellectual property. 

• To become a crypto currency that embodies the standard valuation metric of all 
gig economy marketplaces. Quincoin will revolutionize the process for the service 
on-demand market and empower an entirely new wave of gig economy 
innovators. 
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3. UNCERTAIN ENVIRONMENT OF 
VOLATILITY – CHALLENGE IN CRYPTO AND 
HOME CARE 

Crypto currency and block chain has continued to make the news over the last 12 months 
with a vertical ramping up of boom or bust stories, new ICO/IDO/IEO’s every week, and the 
appearance of every support service imaginable – from advisors to programmers to specialized 
legal services and so on. 

Also, the volume of polarizing differing opinions from top business leaders and specialist 
commentators – who all differ on their opinion about whether crypto currencies are a 
speculative bubble waiting to burst, a commodity or a currency, the likelihood of survival or 
shut down and how the regulatory authorities are going to go about putting in place compliance 
laws and regulations that will apply – seems to be still in full swing. 

While this debate continues – the number of failures also continues as does the incredible 
growth in coin / token offerings, service providers to the crypto economy, evolution of the 
software itself to improve and add functionality that will even further Block chain technology’s 
benefits – financial institutions investing in crypto currencies via derivative markets and 
providing their traditional services to this booming new asset class and so on. The result is that 
interest and trading will continue to escalate. 

Challenges in Home Care 
 

Safety and Security: It is tough to secure work success and user safety. Assume that users 

hire a service provider to care for a senior, and he does a terrible job but wants full payment. 

The user must either engage in a tough conversation or just concede and pay the demanded 

cost. 

Middlemen: Centralization and unneeded intermediation (for example, the traditional home 

care services platform) lengthen and complicate the process. Commissions for intermediaries 

range from 20% to 30%, with growing user fees. 

Time Consuming: Due to the overwhelming number of websites, applications, listings, terms, 

and conditions, locating a competent specialist can be time-consuming and complex. 

No Industry Leaders: Lack of industry leaders (the largest business accounts for less than 

10% of the market) and global standards. 

It is with this goal in mind QUINCOIN (QIN) has developed Quincare platform which is aimed 

at disrupting the home healthcare landscape. We have an opportunity in the crypto currency 

environment to democratize the process of providing best in class home healthcare services 

without having to charge our community users exuberant fees or commissions for the 

privilege of using the service. 
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4. THE SOLUTION – QUINCARE.COM 
PLATFORM & CONCEPT RESORTS 

The ideal combination of technological reliability, infrastructural inclusiveness, relevant 

experience and deep financial and healthcare knowledge makes QUINCOIN (QIN)’s offering 

realistic and unique. 

The QUINCOIN tech team has chosen Binance Smart Chain as our block chain of choice for 

our Cryptocurrency due to its proven track record as the number #1 block chain for Crypto. 

 

Home-centered treatment saves money, facilitates healing, and improves patient happiness. 

In this sense, at-home care appears to be well positioned to deliver on the Triple Aim in 

healthcare by: 

 

• Improving the patient experience, 

• Improving the health of populations, and 

• Reducing the per capita cost of care. 
 

Surprisingly, home care remains underutilized due to institutional obstacles in the healthcare 

system. For any form of healthcare delivery to take root, it must satisfy four fundamental 

criteria. It must be: 

• Prioritized: Quincoin is creating and evolving a block chain-powered ecosystem for 

home care service on-demand platforms. The ecosystem will enable end-users to hire 

and engage service providers in a seamless, safe, secure manner with minimal 

transaction costs. 

• Authorized: Quincare ecosystem will be controlled by Quicoin Token. Utilization of the 

Quicoin technology and ecosystem would be open-sourced and free for all home care 

service on- demand platforms. 

• Monetized: Quincoin will fulfil its mission by launching and implementing a 

decentralized platform that uses block chain technology. The platform is the part of 

the Quincoin ecosystem where technology would be tested and launched for users 

and service providers all over the world. 
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Quincare.com is an "UBER-LIKE" platform 

that offers several services, e.g., general 

duty assistant, home physiotherapist, nanny, 

etc. 

In the general description, the Quincare.com 

marketplace platform provides services for 

partners (ad-hoc domestic home care service 

providers) to register theirservices, and for 

homeowners and other consumers (in-home 

service seekers) to offer tasks for ‘service 

provider partners’ to hire on. 

The needed tasks can be submitted in a 

matter of minutes with a few clicks around the 

platform, and the needed work will be on the 

way, just like with Uber. 

Features and Uniqueness of the Platform 

The Quincare.com platform works like the Uber app, where customers will be able to search 

and get connected to a service provider. Quincare has great features that make our platform 

easy and useful formaking our daily activities possible. The Quincare platform will have two 

phases, the customers, and the service providers. Quincare will only be charging 10% on 

every order obtained by the service providers. 

The Quincare has fixed hourly rates, which is uncommon on other platforms. Both the service 

providers and the customers will be well served with the two-hour contracts and the jobs will 

be done to the satisfaction of the customers. Customers will be able to choose from prices for 

one hour of services, and the service provider will have to accept it to begin the job. 

Customers will be able to review the service provider’s profile and will be able to review the 

service provider after the job is successfully done. 
 

How does the platform work? 
As a customer, you will have to enter the location where you want the job to be done and 

choose the service you are seeking among the currently listed services. 

It is not necessary to write down the tasks you need to be performed, because they are 

already described on the service providers’ profiles. The customer simply checks the box for 

the service to perform the required work. To book a home care service provider, will take less 

than one minute. 
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4.1 Our MVP (Minimum Viable Product) 
 

Quincare.com platform landing page 
 

 
Quincare.com platform Admin page 
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Quincare in Action (Caregiver) 

 

 
 

Quincare in Action (Care Taker) 
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Proposed Quincare Mobile Application – Ready to Launch 
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4.2 Concept Residences of Quincare Resorts 
 

RESIDENCES FOR QUINCARE-CONCEPT 

• 50+ age group Luxurious Housing for Independent Living. 

• Retirement homes or resorts have replaced the earlier concept of old age homes 

 

 

 

Lifestyle of Residents at Resorts 
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Concept for Quincare Resort 
 

Modern administrative block, sea facing luxury rooms, sea facing cottages, sea facing villas, 

tents, and other amenities such as spa and gymnasium, sports zone, open air theatre, multi-

cuisine restaurant, golf club, and so on were among the design criteria. 

 

Features and facilities 
 

Standard Features Include Nursing Home Facilities Additional Services 

2 Bedroom Apartment & 2 
Bedroom Villa available 

Fully equipped kitchen & 
dishwasher 

Maid service included 

2 swimming pools 

Boule Pitch 

Fully licensed restaurant on site 

– 10% discount to residents 
(open Tue-Sun) 

Religious place with weekly 
services on site 

24-hour emergency call 

Nursing assistance can be 
arranged on request 

Medication and dressings can 
be administered – visitors to 
provide their own supplies 

Assisted bathing available 

Respite stays accommodated 

Day Care services available 

Private doctor available for 
emergencies 

In addition to these facilities, 
you will be able to access the 
following range of local services 
upon request: 

Lunch available on site or can 

be served at your property 

Excellent private taxi service to 
and from the airport and local 
amenities 

Launderette collection service 
available 

Local car rental agency 
available 
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5. TEAM 
 

10X Data Labs management team is made up of highly experienced business professionals with 

extensive experience in many sectors including startups in: Telecommunications, Insurance, 

Media, Hospitality, Finance, Health Tech, IT and Fintech. This experience spans Europe, Asia, 

India, Canada and the USA. 

Founders & Legal team 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ashok Pani 

Founder & CEO 

Ashok Pani has more than 10+ years of 
experience with combination of entrepreneurial 

drive with business-management and 
Technology skills to drive gains in revenue, 

market share and profit performance. 
A technology evangelist, Ashok has a great 

passion towards cutting-edge technologies and 

enjoys providing technology solutions to various 
complex problems. 

Ashok holds a Bachelor of Technology degree in 
computer science from Kalinga Institute of 

Industrial Technology (KIIT), Odisha. 

Ashok has clientele includes Fortune 500 FinTech 
companies, Universities, and large multilateral 

banks while working with the Tata Consulting 
Services (TCS). He was also part of National 

Aluminum Company Limited (NALCO) a premium 

organization. 

Kharabela Parida 

Co-Founder 

Kharabela Parida a technology innovator, 

enterprise architect and digital transformation 

consultant for more than 13+ years involved in 

building B2C, B2B applications for SMEs. Expertise 

in Block chain technology 

Has strong understanding of ERP systems, 

Multiuser layered architecture, ETL Processes, Data 

Mining and artificial intelligent systems and worked 

on platforms like SAP ERP, Amazon Web Services, 

and Google Cloud Platform.  

Highly dedicated and focused on overall   business 

ecosystem to ensure delivering values, speed up 

the decision making and managing business 

process risks. Lead various teams in delivery, 

operation, Lead generation, marketing, Pre-sales 

and Sales. 

Abhishek Behera 
CFO 
 

Abhishek brings to Quincoin over 10 years of accounting and 

financial experience. Abhishek experience spans information 

technology, renewable energy, health care and hospitality industry 

as well. 

Record of reversing financial declines and capturing significant cost 

reductions through process redesign and performance 

enhancement. Skilled at partnering finance with core operations 

and developing productive cross- enterprise alliances. 

Abhishek’s strengths include the ability to identify, develop, and 

implement strategic priorities and tactical action plans that increase 

productivity, drive efficiencies, and reduce cost. 
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Advisors 
 

   

Diana Bernoni 

Advisor 

James S Advisor Sujit Behera 

Advisor 

Diana Bernoni has been working for the 

last 12 years in banking and securities 

trading, fund management and 

investment Banking. Diana has 

experience of leading equity and debt 

deals across Healthcare, Consumer, and 

Infrastructure sectors from 

conceptualization to financial close. 

Accomplished professional with over 15 years of IT 

industry experience, specializing in IT consulting, 

Solutioning & Service delivery of complex 

engagements. Skilled in building sustained client 

relationships to ensure strong collaboration between 

the client & delivery teams, leading to excellent 

delivery outcome & customer satisfaction. 

Sujit Behera has always been at the forefront of 

technological innovation, having cofounded 

several startups. Inspired by finding new ways to 

combine technology, innovation and new 

disruptive business practices, Sujit has put his 

creative thinking at the service of many sectors 

such as Insurance and IT. 

 
Core Team 

  

   

Chinmoy Nayak 

Research & 

Development 

Raj Sekhar 

CMO 

Kiernan Milburn 

Network Security 

Obtained bachelor’s degree in computer 

science from Biju Pattnaik University Of 

Technology, Odisha, India in the year 

2006, MTech in Computer Science from 

Biju Pattnaik University Of Technology, 

Odisha in year 2010 and Ph. D in Computer 

Science in the year 2021 from Veer 

Surendra Sai University of Technology 

(VSSUT) formerly known as University 

College of Engineering (UCE). 

Marketing professional with rich experience in Brand 

Management, Media & communication Strategy with 

a strong business and ROI focus. I specialize in 

crafting effective brand-consumer engagements, 

conversations, by orchestrating all relevant 

marketing and communication tools across consumer 

touch points to create a Brand Marketing and 

communications consortium. 

Kiernan Milburn has extensive experience in 

supervising large teams of IT professionals. His 

extensive experience with startups and large 

legacy institutional companies gives Quin Coin 

deep experience with rapid growth adaptation 

and team development. 
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Creative and business-oriented Marketing 

Communication professional with progressive 

experience across ATL/Digital/BTL functions in 

varied industry segments. Key performance 

areas include Digital Transformation, Product 

Launches, Customer Engagement Strategies 

and Brand Amplification with seamless 

integration of online and offline customer 

experiences. 

Tarini Prasad Roy is a professional software developer 

with more than 5 years of experience in the software 

developments. Tarini has integrated financial solutions 

at various national & international projects. He has also 

developed mobile Point of Sale. Tarini possess in depth 

knowledge on AI technology, encrypting and hashing 

algorithms. 

Tarini Prasad Roy 

Lead Developer 

Rudra Prasad Das 

Digital Marketing 
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6. OVERVIEW 
 

Purpose  
Quincoin (QIN) is offering to potential users of its Quincare platform the right to purchase Quincoin 

(QIN) tokens through an ICO/IDO/IEO event. 

10x Data Labs Pvt. ltd is registered under the laws of India, with its head office located in 

Bhubaneswar. It is subject to a market best practice audit in accordance with India regulations 

thereby ensuring total transparency and absolute accountability of all 10x Data Labs Pvt. ltd activities 

including the publishing of full company statements. 

India has been chosen for its favorable climate of digital innovation while also being the international 

business hub of Asia and Southeast Asia. 

Quincoin (QIN) tokens bestow on its holder’s special product benefits including increased loyalty 

rewards depending on user activity. Quincoin (QIN) tokens are not stocks, securities or their 

equivalent and therefore do not create the right of ownership or disposal of 10x Data Labs Pvt. ltd or 

its assets. Quincoin (QIN) token- holders do not exert any influence over the decision making of the 

company or its activities. 

Quincoin (QIN) tokens will be distributed in direct proportion to the amount paid by the participants 

during the pre ICO and ICO period in accordance with the Terms and Conditions. 

All organizational and implementation processes of 10x Data Labs Pvt. ltd.’s ICO have been prepared 

in accordance with industry best practices. 

Additionally, 10x Data Labs Pvt. ltd has employed the services of smart contract which will be 

overseen and audited by Startup India thereby applying an additional level of security and providing 

further confidence for contributors that the distribution of tokens will be in accordance with 10x Data 

Labs Pvt. ltd’s smart contract conditions. 
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Timeline & Growth Strategy 

 

 
 

Stage1

Feb - Jun 2021

•Block chain concept

•Whitepaper drafting

•Develop the brand

•Token Economy

•Team Build

•Partnerships

•Infrastructure

Stage2

Jul - Sep 2021

•Project Development

•Quincare Web Application(MVP)

•Quincare Mobile Application(MVP)

•Testing

•Marketing and PR

•Community development

Stage3

Oct - Jan2021

•Applying to exchanges

•Issuing tokens

•Managing token community

•Listing in CEX and DEX

•Simultaneously work on the Smooth Launching and Marketing of Quincare APP

Quincare

Feb 2022

Onwards

•QUINCARE Global Launching event

•Registering 1k Caregivers and resident families.

•Bringing Reknowned Doctor/phsyician to our platform

•Partnership with Health insurance provider company

•Launching Quincoin Forum

•Launching Ecommerce Platform for Health care product

•Listing in more exchanges

•Luxury resort for over +55
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Token Sale 
 

Quincoin tokens, which are built using the Binance Smart Chain, are based on BEP-20 protocol 

and will serve as the primary currency for all payments and transactions executed on the 

Quincoin platform. 

A token sale is an innovative fundraising method based on Block chain technology. Our token 

sale and the corresponding token creation process is covered by Quincoin. For maximum 

transparency and participant protection, the sale is regulated by a Smart Contract deployed 

on the Binance Block chain as a decentralized BEP20 token on Quincoin Platform. Developed 

by using block chain technology to ensure smooth secure transactions between parties, the 

Quincoin Token will enable users to participate directly within the network, as well as spend 

or trade their coins with other users. 
 

Token Name QUINCOIN 

Ticker QIN 

Token Type BEP20 (Binance Smart Chain– based) 

Total Token Supply 7,000,000,000 (7 Billion) 

ICO/IDO/IEO Stage 1 (15%) 850,000,000 (850 Million) 

ICO/IDO/IEO Token Price in USD $0.001 

Accepted Mode of Payment ETH, BNB, USDT, USD & INR 
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Allocation of Funds 
 

We will apply funds received primarily to the development of the platform and necessary 

relationship building in the crypto economy. We are also mindful of being prepared to be agile 

in our structuring to meet regulatory developments, so QUINCOIN (QIN) remains a credible 

and professional player in the block chain and crypto economy as it evolves. 

As per our undertaking, we will be broadcasting our projections and budgets and commencing 

monthly updates on the development of the platform after Sep 30, 2021, and thereafter. We 

will also commence marketing the Quincare platform after the Founders’ alpha testing has 

been successful with a major launch planned for the beta version. 
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7. TOKEN UTILIZATION AND THE QUINCOIN 
COMMUNITY 

On the Quincare platform all transactions will require the utilization of the Quincoin. We will 

establish a tiered system of users for the platform where the access to the premium section 

with extra functionalities such as: recommendations from our algorithm, direct access to our 

advisors and added dashboard reporting capabilities, which will incur a monthly fee – payable 

in Quincoin. 

We will also charge a transaction fee for transactions on our Platform which will be paid / 

deducted in QUINCOIN (QIN). 

As the platform gains popularity and daily user numbers grow, we will operate advertising 

and brand presence opportunities at market driven rates which will be paid in Quincoin by 

advertisers. 

We will initially allow a set quantum of tokens to be distributed amongst early adopters and 

users as marketing incentives and rewards for initial trading trials and as volume of trading 

grows, a system will be calculated to reward high volume users. These loyalty QIN tokens, 

when used by the beneficiary, will be returned to the pool set aside for loyalty and marketing 

programs to be reused. 

 

Our potential media partners and extended community 

The development team at Quincoin (QIN) are working on APIs for various news feed sites 

while our relationship and stakeholder team has been preparing our strategic partnership 

proposals. Below is a targeted list representative but not limited to the news partners we will 

be working towards securing. 
 

Initially an incentivized Quincoin allotment will be issued to each Media Partner which can be 

used for their respective marketing activity. Quincoin (QIN) will also commit a number of 

tokens to be expensed by Quincoin (QIN) as a monthly commitment to advertising on each 

media partner. 
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8. OUR CORPORATE VISION 
 

Our Goals 

When the number of people using crypto currency for their everyday purchases increases, 

the world will change from the bottom up. It will be the most dramatic change in the on-

demand industry since the credit card, and many commercial dinosaurs, perhaps including 

cash, will go extinct. This widespread theory is merely waiting for the practice. For Quincoin 

to realize its vision of revolutionizing on-demand services by melding crypto currency with 

everyday consumption, Quincoin will be giving its users greater reach with greater ease; 

Quincoin has cracked the code. 

Quincoin is the foundation on which the best crypto on-demand home care service will be 

built. The core element of the Quincoin solution is the Quincoin token, which serves three 

key functions. First, the token serves as a login method, unlocking the door to the Quincoin 

platform. Second, it will be used as a means of payment for any home care demand services. 

Third, it covers freelancers’ transactional risks until the trade is complete, obviating 

intermediaries. These functions operate automatically, thanks to the smart contract terms 

embedded in the Quincoin protocol. 

Mission Statement 

Quincoin mission is to change the way the on-demand industry works and increase its value. 

The home care services industry will be the first step in Quincoin mission to transform the 

gig economy. Quincoin goal is to become the top solution that empowers users and service 

providers and promotes the effective matchmaking of transparency, efficiency, contracts 

security and high-quality standards. 

The mission encompasses: 

▪ Creation of a revolutionary job hiring ecosystem that enables users to better find and 

safely work with contractors (by using block chain technology). 

▪ Utilization of native tokens for the creation, buying and selling of gig economy services, 

products, and intellectual property. 

▪ To become a crypto currency that embodies the standard valuation metric of all gig 

economy marketplaces. Quincoin will revolutionize the process for the service on-

demand market and empower an entirely new wave of gig economy innovators. 
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Corporate Culture 
Our corporate culture formed by the years of successful development and achievement of planned 

results is based on the following principles. Not less than 60% of all available resources are 

distributed for scaling and increase of user base. This is a formula we have proven to be successful 

in the past. 

No more than 10% of resources is intended to be used to maintain current operational activities 

including maintaining keeping and acquiring best in class talent, and to also maintain operational 

tolls to best in class standard to assist our operators to perform at peak level. Balance of resources 

will be applied to R&D to maintain our knowledge base and be always ahead of the market. 

 

Ongoing Product Development 
Our vision is for a seamless platform which provides all the functionalities which gives our community 

of users an edge. Our product development is centered on that, and all focus will be to constantly 

improve the core offering so the platform is delivering. On top of the effectiveness of our patented 

algorithm, our product also involves real live instant chat advice and assistance when required. Based 

on that offering we will be heavily targeting our resources to develop best in health care assistants 

as a part or our platform. Lastly, we will have a team of designers and programmers constantly 

improve the UI and insuring we are developing our user experience to be one of the most seamless 

and easiest to use in the marketplace. 
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9. ADHERENCE TO LEGAL AND REGULATORY 

STANDARDS 

The purchase of any tokens involves a high degree of risk, including but not limited to the risks 

described below. Before purchasing QIN Tokens, it is recommended that each participant carefully 

weighs all the information and risks detailed in this whitepaper, and, specifically, the following risk 

factors. 

DEPENDENCE ON COMPUTER INFRASTRUCTURE 

Crypto dependence on functioning software applications, computer hardware and the Internet implies 

that 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. can offer no assurances that a system failure would not adversely affect 

the use of your QIN Tokens. Despite 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. implementation of all reasonable network 

security measures, its processing center servers are vulnerable to computer viruses, physical or 

electronic break-ins or other disruptions of a similar nature. Computer viruses, break-ins or other 

disruptions caused by third parties may result in interruption, delay, or suspension of services, which 

would limit the use of the QIN Tokens. 

SMART CONTRACT LIMITATIONS 

Smart contract technology is still in its early stages of development, and its application is of 

experimental nature. This may carry significant operational, technological, regulatory, reputational, 

and financial risks. Consequently, although the audit conducted by independent third party increases 

the level of security, reliability, and accuracy, this audit cannot serve as any form of warranty, including 

any expressed or implied warranty that the QIN smart contract is fit for purpose or that it contains no 

flaws, vulnerabilities or issues which could cause technical problems or the complete loss of QIN 

Tokens. 

REGULATORY RISKS 

The block chain technology, including but not limited to the issue of tokens, may be a new concept in 

some jurisdictions, which may then apply existing regulations or introduce new regulations regarding 

block chain technology-based applications, and such regulations may conflict with the current QIN 

smart contract setup and QIN Token concept. This may result in substantial modifications of the QIN 

smart contract, including but not limited to its termination and the loss of QIN Tokens as well as a 

suspension or termination of all QIN Token functions. 

TAXES 

Token holders may be required to pay taxes associated with the transactions involving QIN Tokens. It 

will be a sole responsibility of the token holders to comply with the tax laws of the relevant jurisdictions 

and pay all required taxes. 
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FORCE MAJEURE 

10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. performance may be interrupted, suspended, or delayed due to force majeure 

circumstances. For the purposes of this whitepaper, force majeure shall mean extraordinary events 

and circumstances which could not be prevented by 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. and shall include acts of 

nature, wars, armed conflicts, mass civil disorders, industrial actions, epidemics, lockouts, slowdowns, 

prolonged shortage 

Or other failures of energy supplies or communication service, acts of municipal, state or federal 

governmental agencies, other circumstances beyond 

10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. control, which were not in existence at the time of Token sale. If such 

circumstances occur prior to issuance QIN Tokens and 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. is unable to issue QIN 

Tokens within 3 months from the projected date, the escrow agent may issue a refund at the request 

of the QIN Token purchasers. The refund will be issued in the original form of payment to the same 

digital wallet or bank account where the funds were transferred from. 

Disclosure of Information 

Personal information received from QIN Token holders, the information about the number of tokens 

owned, the wallet addresses used, and any other relevant information may be disclosed to law 

enforcement, government officials, and other third parties when 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. is required 

to disclose such information by law, subpoena, or court order. 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. shall at no 

time be held responsible for such information disclosure. 

 

Value of QIN Token 

Once purchased, the value of QIN Token may significantly fluctuate due to various reasons. 10x Data 

Labs Pvt. Ltd. does not guarantee any specific value of the QIN Token over any specific period of time. 

10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. shall not be held responsible for any change in the value of QIN Token. 

Assumptions with respect to the foregoing involve, among other things, judgments about the future 

economic, competitive and market conditions and business decisions, most of which are beyond the 

control of the 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. team and therefore difficult or impossible to accurately predict. 

Although the 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. team believes that its assumptions underlying its forward-looking 

statements are reasonable, any of these may prove to be inaccurate. 

As a result, the 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. team can offer no assurances that the forward-looking 

statements contained in this whitepaper will prove to be accurate. In light of the significant 

uncertainties inherent in the forward- looking statements contained herein, the inclusion of such 

information may not be interpreted as a warranty on the part of 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. or any other 

entity that the objectives and plans of the 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. project will be successfully achieved. 

 

Please note that the 10x Data Labs Pvt. Ltd. project QIN Token may be subject to other risks not 

foreseen by its team at this time. 
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10. DISCLAIMER 
 

If you are not sure about joining the following ICO (Initial Coin Offer) / IT’S (Initial Token Sale), 

please consult professional advisers in legal, tax and financial spheres. 
 

The purpose of this whitepaper is to present Quincoin (QIN) to potential token holders in connection 

with the proposed Initial Token Offering. The information set forth below may not be exhaustive and 

does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose is to provide relevant and 

reasonable information to potential token holders for them to determine whether to undertake a 

thorough Crypt of the company with the intent of purchasing Quincoin. 

Nothing in this whitepaper shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of any sort or a solicitation for 

investment, nor does it in any way pertain to an offering or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell 

any securities in any jurisdiction. Quincoin (QIN) clients agree to use all income of selling Quincoin / 

Coins for funding Quincoin (QIN)’s crypto currency projects, businesses and operations. 

Quincoin is a utility token. This token is not a security and has not been registered under the 

Securities Act, the securities laws of any state of the United States or the securities laws of any other 

country, including the securities laws of any jurisdiction in which a potential token holder is a resident. 
 

Quincoin cannot be used for any purposes other than those provided in the whitepaper, including 

but not limited to any investment or other financial purposes. Quincoin is not intended for sale or 

use in any jurisdiction where sale or use of digital tokens may be prohibited. 

Quincoin confers no other rights in any form, including but not limited to any ownership, distribution 

(including but not limited to profit), redemption, liquidation, proprietary (including all forms of 

intellectual property), or other financial or legal rights, other than those specifically described in the 

whitepaper. 
 

Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this whitepaper constitute 

forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or information involve 

known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events or results to differ 

materially from the estimates, or the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. 
 

This English language whitepaper is the primary official source of information about the Quincoin. 

The information contained herein may from time to time be translated into other languages or used 

during written or verbal communications with existing and prospective customers, partners etc. 

During such translation or communication some of the information contained herein may be lost, 

corrupted, or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications cannot be 

guaranteed. In the event of any conflicts or inconsistencies between such translations and 

communications and this official English language whitepaper, the provisions of this English language 

original document shall prevail. 
 

Summarizing the foregoing, this document is provided for informational purposes and cannot be used 

as a legal document or investment agreement, and therefore we strongly recommend to read the 

following sections before making any investment decision. 
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Disclaimer of Liability 

To the maximum extent possible by the applicable laws, rules and regulations, Quincoin (QIN) or the 

User are not responsible for any special, vicarious or any kind of consequential damages as well as any 

other losses, like loss of income, profits, or loss of use or data, caused by reliance on Quincoin (QIN) 

whitepaper concept or any part of it by you. 

NO REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 

QUINCOIN (QIN) does not make and does not claim to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, 

warranties and obligations in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, as well as any 

representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the accuracy, truth or completeness of any 

information, provided in the whitepaper. 

REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES PROVIDED BY YOU 

By receiving and / or accessing any information provided in this whitepaper or any part thereof 

(depending on the circumstances), you represent and guarantee to Quincoin (QIN) and / or the User 

the following: 

You agree and fully understand that the Quincoin (QIN) are not meant to be the constitute of securities 

in any jurisdiction. 

You agree and acknowledge that the Quincoin (QIN) whitepaper does not contain any recommendations 

or advice to purchase Quincoin (QIN) neither from us, nor User. 

It does not constitute any investment decision or contract which means that this document cannot be 

considered an investment or any other contract, and the fact of its provision cannot be the basis for 

investing or concluding an investment agreement. 

You agree and acknowledge that any information provided in this whitepaper has not been checked or 

approved by regulatory bodies and authorities. Publishing and distributing this whitepaper to you does 

not mean that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements and rules or regulations have been complied 

with. 

You agree and acknowledge that this whitepaper, the launching and / or the conclusion of the Quincoin 

(QIN) concept of the marketplace Quincare, as well as future trading of the Quincoin (QIN) on any 

crypto currency exchange, shall not be considered, interpreted or perceived by you as an indicator of 

the Quincoin (QIN) and / or the User, the Quincoin (QIN) and Quincoin (QIN) Wallet merit; the 

circulation and distribution of this whitepaper, any part or any copy thereof and acceptance of it is not 

restricted or prohibited by the appropriate laws, rules and regulations in your jurisdiction, and in case 

where it is restricted by the applicable laws, you take sole responsibility that you have acknowledged 

all the restrictions, removing liability from Quincoin (QIN) and / or the User. 

You agree and acknowledge that in case you wish to purchase any Quincoin, they should not be 

perceived or classified as: 

 

• Any kind of currency other than crypto currency. 

• Debt securities, stocks or shares issued by any person or organization whether Quincoin (QIN) 

• Rights, options or derivatives in relation to such debt obligations, shares or stocks. 
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• Rights under a contract for differences or for any other contract the purpose or feigned purpose 

of which is to gain profit or avoid loss. 

• Units in the scheme of collective investment. 

• Units in business trust. 

• Derivative units in business; or 

• Any other security or class of securities. 

You have a basic understanding of the operation, functionality, use, storage, transfer mechanisms and 

other material features of crypto currencies, software systems based on block chain, wallets for crypto 

currencies or other related tokens storage mechanisms, technology of block chain and technology of 

smart contracts. 

You agree and acknowledge that Quincoin (QIN) and their respective businesses and operations, may 

contain several risks and uncertainties. 

You are fully aware and understand that to the maximum extent possible by the applicable laws, rules 

and regulations, Quincoin (QIN) and / or the Quincare are not responsible for vicarious or any kind of 

consequential damages as well as any other losses like loss of income, profits, or loss of use or data, 

caused by reliance on any part of this whitepaper by you. 

All the above-mentioned representations and warranties are true, complete, accurate and non-

misleading from the time of your access and / or possession of this whitepaper and part thereof (as the 

case may be). 

No fund insurance provided 

All types of funds collected during PRE-ICO and ICO are in no way insured. Funds may lose their value 

in whole or completely without warning. There is no legal entity or insurance company, private or public, 

to turn to should something go wrong with the funds provided. 

Fund refunds 

In case our crowd funding campaign and distribution of Quincoin tokens is canceled, the funds collected 

will be returned to the wallets of their respective providers. Quincoin bears no responsibility to cover 

any claims made by its affiliates promoting Quincoin token, exchange, Quincoin Pay, Quincoin Liquidity 

Pool or Quincoin Lending. 

Integration 

This whitepaper does not constitute an official agreement of any kind and the information provided 

herein is for informational purposes only. Project parameters, dates, specifications provided as well as 

other details technical or not are subject to change without prior notice. 
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Cautionary Note on Forward-Looking Statements 

All claims and statements made in this Quincoin (QIN) whitepaper, statements made in press 

releases or in any place available to the public and any oral statements made by Quincoin (QIN) 

and / or the Quincare, or its team members, and that are not an accomplished fact, may represent 

so called forward-looking statements. Some of these “forward-looking statements” could be 

considered as such by containing the following terms: “believe”, “if”, “will”, “anticipate”, “plan”, 

“would”, “possible”, “aim”, “target”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “should”, or any 

other such terms. 

However, the above-mentioned terms are not necessarily the only ones to identify forward-looking 

statements. All statements which consist of information about Quincoin’ s and / or the Quincare 

financial position, plans or prospects, business strategy, as well as the prospects of crypto currencies 

and banking industry, should be considered as forward-looking statements. These forward-looking 

statements are not already accomplished facts, but only projections that include but not limited to 

statements about Quincoin’ s and / or the Quincare profitability, prospects and revenue, future or 

possible industry trends. 

The forward-looking statements may include known and unknown risks, uncertainties and possibly 

other factors that may lead to the future results, achievements of Quincoin and / or the Quincare 

application on the block chain. 

All forward-looking statements made or expressed by Quincoin (QIN) or representatives acting on 

behalf of Quincoin (QIN), are entirely qualified in full by above mentioned factors. Taking into 

consideration that risks and uncertainties that could influence the actual future results, could differ 

materially from the reality, or the expected attainments of Quincoin (QIN) and / or the Quincare and 

could be materially different from initially expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements in 

this whitepaper, unjustified trust must not be put in these statements. These forward- looking 

statements are relevant only on the date of this whitepaper. 

CAUTION ON FORWARD FACTORS 

Quincare, which may differ materially from any future results, performance or achievements which 

were initially expected or intended by such forward-looking statements. These factors include, 

among the others: 

• Any changes in stock or crypto currency market conditions, as well as in political or social 

conditions, or the regulatory environment in the countries where Quincoin (QIN) and / or the 

Quincare leads its operations and businesses. 

• Risks and uncertainties that Quincoin (QIN) and / or the Quincare may be unable to 

implement its future plans and business strategy, described in this whitepaper. 

• Changes in interest / exchange rates of crypto currency and fiat currencies. 

• Shifts in the expected growth strategies and anticipated internal growth of Quincoin (QIN). 

• Changes in the availability and fees paid to Quincoin (QIN) and / or the Quincare in 

connection with its respective businesses and operations. 

• Alterations in remuneration of Quincoin (QIN) employees, who were primarily required by 

Quincoin (QIN) and / or the Quincare to operate and manage related business operations 
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and activities. 

• Changes in preference of Quincoin (QIN) and / or the Quincare customers. 

• alterations in the market competitive environment which may affect the realization of 

Quincoin (QIN) and / or the 

• Quincare plans, as well as the ability of Quincoin (QIN) team to compete under such 
conditions. 

• Changes in the future capital requirements for Quincoin (QIN) and / or the Quincare and 
availability of sufficient funding and availability of resources to finance such needs. 

• Unsafe conditions carrying a threat for public and social safety such as war, revolution or 
terrorism. 

• emergency and natural disasters which may affect the abilities of Quincoin (QIN) and / or 
the Quincare 

• Team to implement the working plan, mentioned in the whitepaper. 

• Other factors, outside the control of Quincoin (QIN) and / or the Quincare. 

Neither Quincoin (QIN), nor Quincare or any other person takes responsibility and guarantees that 

the futureresults will correspond with the aforesaid forward-looking statements. The practical results, 

progress and achievements of Quincoin (QIN) and / or the Quincare may be materially different from 

those stated in theseforward-looking statements. 

No information, contained in this whitepaper should be perceived as a promise, commitment 

representation or undertaking as to the future performance of policies of Quincoin (QIN) and / or 

the Quincare. In addition, Quincoin (QIN) and 

/ or the Quincare waive any responsibility for updating any of those aforesaid forward-looking 

statements, or publicly announced revisions to these forward-looking statements reflecting future 

progress, events or circumstances, even if new information becomes publicly available or other 

unexpected events take place in the future. 
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10X DATA LABS Pvt. Ltd 
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